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Abstract: This paper explores the dynamical origin and physical characteristics of flow disturbances
induced by ocean currents in interaction with shelf-incised submarine canyons. To this end,
a process-oriented hydrodynamic model is applied in a series of case studies. The focus of studies
is the canyon-upwelling process in which seawater is moved from the upper continental slope
onto the shelf within a shelf-break canyon. Results reveal that the generation of canyon upwelling,
to zero-order approximation, is a barotropic and friction-independent quasi-geostrophic process.
Hence, the principle of conservation of potential vorticity for such flows is sufficient to explain
the fundamental physical properties of the canyon-upwelling process. For instance, this principle
explains the direction-dependence of the canyon-upwelling process. This principle also explains
the formation of stationary topographic Rossby waves downstream from the canyon that can lead
to far-field effects. Density effects, being of secondary influence to the canyon-upwelling process,
result in the intensification of canyon-upwelling flows via the formation of narrow near-bottom
density fronts and associated baroclinic geostrophic frontal flows. Findings of this work reveal that
the apparently complex canyon-upwelling process is much more basic than previously thought.
Keywords: cross-shelf exchange; upwelling; hydrodynamic modeling
1. Introduction
Submarine canyons are typical bathymetric features of continental margins of the oceans. They are
often only a few hundred meters deep on a width of a few tens of kilometers. Submarine canyons
cutting across the shelf break, so-called shelf-break canyons, are of particular importance to cross-shelf
exchange processes in the oceans. Such canyons are not only important downslope conduits of dense
shelf water (e.g., [1]) and turbidity currents (e.g., [2]). Under certain conditions shelf-break canyons
also support the localized up-canyon flow of denser slope water across the shelf break and onto the
continental shelf (e.g., [3]), hereafter referred to as canyon upwelling.
Some canyons, such as those located off the coasts of Washington State and British Columbia,
are characterized by sidewalls of extremely steep slopes of up to 45◦ [4]. In other regions, such as the
continental margin of southern Australia, shelf-break canyons are typically much less pronounced
bathymetric features (see [5]), with sidewalls of milder bottom slopes <1◦. The latter class of
(probably more common) milder shelf-break canyons is the subject of this work.
One of the most essential conditions for the canyon-upwelling process is the presence of
ambient ocean currents flowing against the propagation direction of free coastal Kelvin waves
(or continental shelf waves) (e.g., [6]). Surprisingly, the theoretical understanding of this fundamental
direction-dependency of the canyon-upwelling process is still incomplete. Previous theoretical studies
on the canyon-upwelling process indicate an extremely high dynamical complexity characterized
by many topographic and dynamical scales and associated non-dimensional numbers. For instance,
Allen and Hickey’s study [4] was based on 11 scales and nine non-dimensional numbers.
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Is such a high level of complexity really required to capture and describe the fundamental
dynamics of the canyon-upwelling process? Some previous studies indicate that, under typical
circumstances, certain scales are less relevant, or even irrelevant for the canyon-upwelling process
including canyon width, canyon length, bottom friction, and density stratification above shelf-break
depth [7,8]. Findings [8] even suggest that the local density stratification at canyon depth is of
secondary importance to the process. Could it be that, perhaps, the canyon-upwelling process is much
more basic and less complex than previously thought?
It is worth mentioning that the radius of curvature < of isobaths at the upstream side of the
canyon’s head appeared as a central scale in the canyon research of recent years (e.g., [4]). This radius
measures the curvature of the outer flanks of the canyon, not that within the canyon. While this
scale has been shown to control the behavior of buoyancy-driven flow traveling over a canyon [9],
its relevance to the canyon-upwelling process has not been verified so far.
The principal research objective of this study was to reveal the fundamentals of the dynamics
involved in the upwelling in a shelf-break canyon. Scientific questions addressed in this study
were fairly basic: Is the canyon-upwelling process initiated by barotropic or baroclinic disturbances?
Which of the many scales involved in the process are relevant? Why is the canyon-upwelling process
dependent on the direction of the ambient flow?
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the methodology employed in this work.
Findings are presented and discussed in Section 3. Section 4 closes with a summary and conclusions.
2. Materials and Methods
This study employs the three-dimensional COHERENS model [10], which is based on
terrain-following sigma coordinates. The model settings used are similar to those of previous
studies [5,11]. The model domain (Figure 1) is 240 km in length and 120 km in width resolved
by a horizontal grid spacing of 1 km and 20 vertical sigma levels. The idealized continental margin
consists of a straight coastline, a continental shelf, a continental slope, and a single shelf-break canyon.
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inclination of s = 0.0017 or 1.7 m/km. The continental slope has an angle of 0.46° (inclination is 8 
m/km). Maximum water depth is cut off at 600 m to maximize model efficiency. Variations of this 
cut-off depth had no noticeable impact on the results (not shown). It should be noted that the deepest 
portions of the continental slope are smoothed such that the seafloor is plane along the open offshore 
boundary. 
Sensitivity experiments address variations of shelf-break depth and inclination of the continental 
shelf (Figure 2). To this end, the shelf-break depth, ho, is varied between 150 m and 250 m, and bottom 
inclinations, s, of the shelf between 0.83 m/km and 3 m/km. As far as the author is aware, variations 
of s (which turns out to be a central scale) have not been considered in previous studies. 
Figure 1. Idealized bathymetry used in the control experiment of this study.
The continental shelf of the control experi ent has a width of 60 k and a depth ranging fro
100 at the coast to 200 at the shelf-break. The associated angle is 0.1◦ corresponding to an
inclination of s = 0.0017 or 1.7 m/km. The continental slope has an angle of 0.46◦ (inclination is
8 m/km). Maxi um water depth is cut off at 600 m to aximize model efficiency. Variations of
this cut-off depth had no noticeable impact on the results (not shown). It should be noted that the
deepest portions of the continental slope are smoothed such that the seafloor is plane along the open
offshore boundary.
Sensitivity experi ents address variations of shelf-break depth and inclination of the continental
shelf (Figure 2). To this end, the shelf-break depth, ho, is varied between 150 and 250 m, and botto
inclinations, s, of the shelf bet een 0.83 /km and 3 /km. As far as the author is aware, variations
of s ( hich turns out to be a central scale) have not been consi ere in previous stu ies.
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Figure 3. Variations of canyon shapes discussed in this paper. Shown are bathymetric transects along 
the shelf break at y = 60 km. The solid line represents the configuration of the control experiment. The 
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With the use of 20 equidistant sigma levels, the vertical grid spacing increases to a maximum of 
30 m in the deepest portions of the model domain. This is sufficiently fine to capture the integral 
effect of bottom Ekman-layer dynamics (which turn out to be irrelevant to the canyon-upwelling 
process). The model ocean has an initially linear vertical density stratification characterized by a 
stability frequency of N = 3.25 × 10−3 s−1. This corresponds to a realistic maximum internal wave period 
of 32 min. The Coriolis parameter was set to f = ±1 × 10−4 s−1, representing mid-latitudes of either the 
northern or the southern hemisphere. The Pacanowsky–Philander turbulence scheme [12] was 
adopted to calculate sub-grid scale vertical turbulent viscosity and diffusivity. This scheme is 
Richardson-number dependent. Bottom friction is calculated from a quadratic approach based on a 
uniform bottom roughness length of 5 mm. Horizontal eddy viscosity and diffusivity are set to a 
uniform value of 1 m2/s.  
In the control experiment, the model is forced via gradual lowering (if f is negative) or raising (if 
f is positive) the coastal sea level ηo by 10 cm over the first five simulation days, keeping it at this 
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With the se of 20 equidistant sigma levels, the vertical grid spacing increases to a maximum
of 30 m in the deepest portions of the model domain. This is sufficiently fine to ca t re the integral
effect of bottom kman-layer ynamics (which t rn o t to be irrelevant to the canyon- welling
rocess). The model ocean has an initially linear vertical density stratification characterized by
a stability frequency of N = 3.25 × 10−3 s−1. This corresponds to a realistic maximum internal wave
period of 32 min. The Coriolis parameter was set to f = ±1 × 10−4 s−1, representing mid-latitudes of
either the nort ern or the southern emisp ere. The Pacanowsky–Philander turbulence scheme [12]
was adopted to calculate sub-grid scale vertical turbulent viscosity and diffusivity. This sc eme is
ic ar so - m er e e e t. Bottom friction is calculated from a quadratic a proach based on
a uniform bottom roughness length of 5 mm. Horizontal eddy viscosity an diffusivity are set to
a uniform value of 1 m2/s.
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In the control experiment, the model is forced via gradual lowering (if f is negative) or raising
(if f is positive) the coastal sea level ηo by 10 cm over the first five simulation days, keeping it at this
constant level afterwards. The sea level along the deep-open boundary is kept at its initial value during
the entire simulation. This method initiates a steady barotropic geostrophic flow being right-bounded
by the coast in both the northern and southern hemisphere scenarios. Note that this method tends to
make the coastline a streamline for geostrophic flow and eliminates the generation of fast-propagating
(~30 m/s) coastal Kelvin waves that could lead to severe unwanted problems at open boundaries.
The geostrophic flow created by this method is not uniform in the offshore direction (Figure 4a).
Instead, it varies in the offshore direction attaining a weak relative vorticity of ∂u/∂y ≈ 0.01|f |.
The imposed initial squeeze/stretching of the water column near the coast created this flow structure.
Relative vorticity inherent with this ambient coastal flow is substantially weaker than that induced via
canyon–flow interaction (see Section 3.2). In the control experiment, the speed of the ambient flow in
vicinity of the shelf break is U ≈ 0.1 m/s. Sensitivity experiments considered ranges of U between
5 and 15 cm/s, which is realized through variation of the coastal sea-level forcing.
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Figure 4b displays the maximum possible degree of water column stretching that the water
column can experience when being moved straight across the canyon. This degree of stretching peaks
at around 0.44 (or 44%) near the shelf break.
Passive Eulerian tracer is used to illustrate the evolution of density disturbances. Initially,
this tracer field is laterally uniform and varies linearly between zero and unity over the maximum
depth of the model domain. Both density and Eulerian tracer concentration are kept fixed at the
upstream boundary. Otherwise, simple zero-gradient boundary conditions are used for all variables.
In addition, after the initial five-day adjustment period, neutrally buoyant Lagrangian floats
are injected on the upper continental slope within a distance of 10 m from the seafloor. To this end,
floats are released near the upstream boundary at a rate of 15 floats per 90 min, using a total of
3000 floats. This method, which commences after the initial five days of forcing adjustment, creates
a continual stream of floats emerging from the upstream boundary at random locations over a period
of 12.5 days. Note that steady-state dynamics establishes within 5–10 days of simulations, thus the
resultant trajectory of a float is invariant on its release time. The large number of floats used is more
than sufficient to resolve the spatial structure of the simulated flows (see Section 3.2). See [10] for
technical details of the Lagrangian particle module.
Using the above configuration, two scenarios are considered. The first scenario explores
right-bounded flow in the northern hemisphere (equivalent to left-bounded flow in the southern
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hemisphere) being characterized by free continental shelf waves travelling into the same direction as
the coastal flow. This scenario is henceforth referred to as “topographic steering scenario”. The second
scenario explores right-bounded flow in the southern hemisphere (equivalent to left-bounded flow
in the northern hemisphere) being characterized by free continental shelf waves travelling opposite
to the ambient coastal flow. This scenario is henceforth referred to as “canyon-upwelling scenario”.
For comparison, both scenarios are repeated neglecting both density stratification and bottom friction.
Note that both Klinck [13] and the author’s previous studies [7] considered similar comparisons,
but with model domains too small to capture the development of topographic waves outside the
canyon. The total simulation time of all experiments is 25 days, over which no dramatic disturbances
develop near the open boundaries.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Topographic Steering Scenario
Right-bounded flow in the northern hemisphere is smoothly topographically steered across
the shelf-break canyon (Figure 5). Note that the same applies to left-bounded flow in the southern
hemisphere. Here, flow disturbances were created in interaction with the canyon and were carried
downstream via topographic Rossby waves propagating into the same direction as the ambient flow.
Flow–canyon interaction led to establishment of a low-pressure anomaly centered over the canyon
head in which the sea level was lowered by ~0.8 cm (Figure 6a). Indeed, such small sea-level anomalies
cannot be detected by satellite altimetry. In turn, this low-pressure anomaly created a quasi-geostrophic
flow field of positive relative vorticity (∂v/∂x − ∂u/∂y > 0) (Figure 6b). The exclusion of density and
frictional effects yielded identical results (not shown). Hence, flow disturbances created through
interaction with the canyon obeyed the principle of conservation of potential vorticity along the
streamlines of the barotropic flow; that is,
f + ∂v/∂x− ∂u/∂y
ho + δh
= const (1)
where ho is the initial thickness of the water column, and δh the change in thickness that this water
column experiences along the trajectory of the flow. During the process, the alongshore flow of speed
U, which varies on the scale of shelf width, Y, becomes converted into up-canyon flow of speed V
confined to canyon width, W. Scaling arguments hence suggest that V/W >> U/Y, i.e., ∂v/∂x >>
∂u/∂y in Equation (1). If we further assume that relative velocity is negligibly small upstream from the






The key implication of Equation (2) for the topographic steering scenario is that positive relative
vorticity (∂v/∂x > 0) over the canyon can only be accommodated if the flow remains slightly stretched
(δh/ho > 0) during its passage across the canyon. Hence, the water column moves into slightly
deeper regions as it enters the canyon, while the quasi-geostrophic flow anomalies inside the canyon
operate such that the flow trajectory attains the same curvature as underlying isobaths. To this
end, while crossing the canyon, the water column stays relatively close to its initial thickness
reference ho. Note that this zone of positive relative vorticity is located between transition zones
of weak negative relative vorticity (see Figure 6b), which result from the weakening of pressure
anomalies outside the canyon. Figure 7 summarizes this dynamic behavior that characterizes the
topographic-steering scenario.
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Zones of negative relative vorticity are marked by “−”. The thick line shows a selected flow trajectory.
Numbers indicate different phases of the flow along this trajectory. During the canyon crossing
(from Phase 1 to Phase 5), water-column squeezing creates a quasi-geostrophic flow that tends to align
the flow trajectories with bathymetry contours. See text for more details.
3.2. Canyon-Upwelling Scenario
The situation changes dramatically for right-bounded flow in the southern hemisphere
(or, analogously, for left-bounded flow in the northern hemisphere). Here, flow–canyon interaction
leads to localized up-canyon flow of deeper slope water across the shelf break and onto the
continental shelf (Figure 8a). The speed of this up-canyon flow in the control experiment is ~12 cm/s.
Simultaneously, a standing wave feature forms along the shelf break downstream from the canyon at
a wavelength of ~65 km. Interestingly, the flow separates into two portions with a shallower branch
forming part of the canyon upwelling and a deeper branch being largely unaffected by interactions
with the canyon. Exclusion of density and frictional effects give similar flow trajectories near the
canyon (Figure 8b). Again, this indicates that, to zero-order approximation, the interaction of coastal
flows with a canyon can be accurately described by quasi-geostrophic theory for barotropic flows.
See Section 3.3 for a discussion of baroclinic aspects of the canyon-upwelling process.
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The canyon–flow interaction process created a relatively complex relative-vorticity field
(Figure 10), which is discussed in the following. Figure 11 shows a schematic of this process, which can
be classified as a failure of topographic steering.
A high-pressure anomaly in the southern hemisphere is associated with quasi-geostrophic
flow anomalies of positive relative vorticity. Therefore, in contrast to the topographic-steering
case, conservation of potential vorticity (Equation (2)) now implies that the water column has to
be compressed (δh/ho < 0) for the water column to be able to cross the shelf-break canyon. However,
what initially happens as the flow enters the canyon (Phases 1 → 2 in Figure 11) is the opposite.
Owing to inertia, the water column is subject to water-column stretching. This creates a narrow band of
negative relative vorticity along the upstream (inflow) side of the canyon (Figure 10a,b, and Figure 12a).
There is ample observational evidence of this water-column stretching in deeper portions of shelf-break
canyons (see [4]). This narrow zone supports up-canyon flow of strong lateral velocity shear. It operates
as a “launch zone”, moving the water column across its native isobath into shallower water, where it is
eventually exposed to the required water-column compression (Phases 2→ 3 in Figure 11). Note that
the maximum speed of up-canyon flow coincides with this crossing location.
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Another interesting feature seen in the model prediction is that the positive dynamic pressure 
anomaly initiates a branch of flow that is geostrophically steered back towards the canyon (Figure 
9a,b). Such return flows are the signature of a breaking topographic Rossby wave, as illustrated in 
Figure 12c. This wave breaking, which was also evident from the float trajectories (Figure 8a,b) 
explains the creation of zones of negative relative vorticity in adjacent deeper water (see Figure 10a,b).  
According to linear theory, the phase speed of barotropic topographic Rossby waves along 
isobaths is given by [14]: 
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Another interesting feature seen in the model prediction is that the positive dynamic pressure
anomaly initiates a branch of flow that is geostrophically steered back towards the canyon (Figure 9a,b).
Such return flows are the signature of a breaking topographic Rossby wave, as illustrated in Figure 12c.
This wave breaking, which was also evident from the float trajectories (Figure 8a,b) explains the
creation of zones of negative relative vorticity in adjacent deeper water (see Figure 10a,b).
According to linear theory, the phase speed of barotropic topographic Rossby waves along
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where s is bottom inclination of the seafloor, L is wavelength, and R = (gho)0.5/|f | is the barotropic
Rossby radius of deformation (ho is ambient total water depth). Note that free topographic Rossby
waves travel with shallower water on their right (left) in the northern (southern) hemisphere.
A standing wave occurs if the ambient flow eliminates the wave propagation such that the wave is







Hence, the matching condition in Equation (4) determines the wavelength L of the resultant
standing wave, given by:
L =
2πR√
sg/( f U)− 1
(5)
For relatively short waves (L << R), which is the case here, Equation (5) can be further simplified to:
L ≈ 2πR
√
f U/(sg) = 2π
√
Uho/(s f ) (6)
To test Equation (6), sensitively experiments considered U between 5 and 15 cm/s; shelf-break
depths, ho, between 150 m and 250 m; and bottom inclinations, s, of the shelf between 0.83 and
3 m/km. Overall, the predicted wavelength of pressure disturbances forming downstream from the
canyon are in excellent agreement with the theoretical values (Figure 13). Geometric scales of the
shelf-break canyon itself (e.g., canyon width and depth) did not significantly modify this wavelength
(results not shown).
It should be highlighted that the canyon–flow interaction creates a high-pressure anomaly near
the head of the canyon and a pressure gradient that, overall, is directed from shallower to deeper
water (Figure 9). This offshore gradient, also identified in my previous work [7], conflicts with
claims by other canyon researchers who suggested that canyon upwelling was caused by onshore
pressure gradients [4,6,15]. Here, this conflict is eventually resolved with the demonstration that the
canyon-upwelling flow is a quasi-geostrophic flow being exclusively driven by cross-canyon and not
along-canyon pressure gradients.
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(L*) of pressure an mali developing on the conti ental s lf in he lee of the shelf-break canyon.
3.3. Impacts of Density Effects
In the barotropic case, water-column stretching/compression triggered relative vorticity values of
magnitude being close to the maximum possible value of δh/ho|f| = 0.44|f| (see Figures 4b and 10b).
In the presence of density stratification, the magnitude of relative vorticity even exceeded this barotropic
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limit (see Figure 10a). Hence, although not essential in the generation of canyon upwelling, density
stratification clearly enhances canyon-upwelling flows. This is in agreement with previous estimates of
canyon-upwelling fluxes [8]. This enhancement occurs via baroclinic geostrophic adjustment and leads to
the formation of narrow (few kilometers wide), near-bottom density fronts of enhanced quasi-geostrophic
flows (Figure 14). These flows are characterized by small pressure anomalies of the order of only 0.8 cm
(expressed as equivalent sea-level elevation). Nevertheless, given the small (~few km) width of these fronts,
the associated pressure gradients still results in a substantial enhancement of up-canyon flows by ~5 cm/s.
In comparison to the barotropic case, this enhancement triggers a clearer separation between the upwelling
branch of the flow and the deeper flows, which are little impacted during their interaction with the canyon
(compare Figure 8a,b) as the maximum possible amount of water-column stretching decreases in deep
water (Figure 2b).
Overall, there appear to be three different pressure and length scales involved in the process. First,
the ambient barotropic geostrophic flow is characterized by a pressure equivalent of ~10 cm in sea
surface elevation over the width of the shelf (~60 km) (Figure 14a). Second, the stationary topographic
Rossby waves is characterized by a pressure equivalent of ~2 cm in sea surface elevation over the
wavelength of this wave (~60 km) (Figure 14b). Third, baroclinic near-bottom jets are characterized by
a pressure equivalent of <1 cm on frontal widths of ~1 km (Figure 14c).
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3.4. Confi ement of Canyon Upwelling to the pper l lope
The float trajectories of the contr l experim nt indicate that the canyon-upwelling process is onfined
to the upper portion of the continen al sl pe (see Figure 8a). Several factors are responsible for this feature.
First, the greatest vorticity disturbance ccurs near the shelf break where the initial water-column stretching
is maximal. Second, this initial stretching vorticity triggers the creation of a localized high-pressure center
near the head of the canyon (Figure 9). Strong cross-isobath flow disturbances are only supported in
close vicinity of this center near the shelf break, but not in deeper portions of the canyon where pressure
anomalies are substantially weaker. Third, whereas pressure anomalies peak slightly downstream from the
canyon axis on the upper continental slope, they are more aligned with the canyon axis in deeper portions
of the canyon (Figure 9). This closer alignment operates in support of the topographic-steering process in
deeper portions of the canyon.
3.5. Impacts of Radius of Curvature
The shelf-break canyon of the control experiment was characterized by a radius of curvature of
isobaths at the upstream side of the canyon’s head of < = 20 km. In contrast, this radius was reduced
to < = 1 km when using a block-type canyon prototype (see Figure 3). Interestingly, this substantial
difference in canyon shape had remarkably little impact on the canyon-upwelling process (Figure 15).
Both the wavelength of stationary topographic Rossby waves and density anomalies formed on the
continental shelf were largely unaffected. This indicates that the role of < in the canyon-upwelling
process may have been overestimated in previous studies.
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The signature of shelf-break upwelling as seen in the near-bottom distribution of Eulerian tracer
(color shading) after 20 days of simulation for: (a) the control experiment; and (b) a rectangular canyon
(see Figure 4). Lines are bathymetric contours. Arrows represent the horizontal velocity field near the
seafloor (only every 8th vector is shown).
4. Conclusions
The method of process-oriented high-resolution hydrodynamic modeling was employed to study
the interaction of coastal flow with a shelf-break canyon. The key findings of this study can be
summarized as follows:
• Canyon upwelling is a signature of a stationary topographic Rossby wave forming downstream
from the canyon. It exclusively develops for right-bounded (left-bounded) shelf-break flows in
the southern (northern) hemisphere.
• The initial phase of canyon upwelling is a largely barotropic and friction-independent process
and can be explained by the basic principle of conservation of potential vorticity.
• Baroclinic geostrophic adjustment enhances canyon upwelling via the formation of narrow
(~few km wide) frontal jets.
Indeed, barotropic topographic Rossby waves have been intensively studied for many decades.
The pioneering work of Charney and Eliassen [16] demonstrated the orographic forcing of large-scale
stationary Rossby-wave disturbances in the midlatitude westerlies. From the late 1960s onwards,
oceanographers undertook similar studies on flow disturbances near seamounts (e.g., [17]) and
submarine ridges (e.g., [18–20]). Dickinson [21] presented a comprehensive review of early research
on Rossby waves in the oceans and the atmosphere. Previous research has shown that topographic
obstacles such as islands [22] or headlands [23] can trigger stationary topographic Rossby waves on the
continental shelf. Thus, it is not surprising to conclude (based on this work’s results) that such waves
are also fundamental to the canyon–flow interaction process. It should be noted that a process-oriented
modeling study [24] indicates that canyon-induced Rossby waves can trigger localized shelf-break
upwelling at considerable distances (>100 km) from a canyon.
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